Preface

This volume reflects an interdisciplinary scientific journey into a fascinating area of language talent. Officially, the journey started in February 2006, when the German Research Council (Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft-DFG) approved our grant proposal for a project “Gehirn-Korrelate der phonetischen Fremdsprachenbegabung”, shortly “The Brain & Language Pronunciation Talent”. All three of us (Ackermann, Dogil & Grodd) have a research record on the biological foundations of language; however, for a very long time we approached this topic from the perspective of cortical deficiency illustrated by aphasic, dysarthric and other populations with cortical disability. Around 2004 we were confronted and challenged by Dr. Susanne Reiterer with an idea of investigating biological foundations of language faculty from the perspective of cortical efficiency exemplified by especially talented language users. We discussed this new research perspective with a number of colleagues and students and were struck by its implications and its potential. The project started at a usual scale with Dr. Reiterer as a principal co-investigator in Tübingen and Dr. Giuseppina Rota as a co-investigator in Stuttgart. However, peer-to-peer propaganda before it even started has changed the project’s personal situation quite dramatically. Dr. Reiterer’s research idea was apparently so attractive that a whole “platoon” of young, multilingual, multicultural and exceptionally talented researchers joined in. Dr. Matthias Jilka, who established himself as a linguistic-phonetic leader of the project, was joined by Volha Anufryk, Henrike Baumotte, Natalie Lewandowski, all supported by a DFG Graduate School “Linguistic representations and their interpretation” in Stuttgart. Dr. Reiterer “recruited” Davide Nardo and Xiaochen Hu, both psychologists supported by DFG grants in Tübingen. Our extremely efficient student assistants Arev Anus and Jagoda Sieczkowska managed the pool of over 100 subjects, most of whom were phonetically recorded, psychologically tested and even brain scanned during the early phases of this project. The enthusiasm of all these people has enabled us to investigate “language talent” from several different angles. This book will show you how exceptional performance is correlated with personality, musicality, intelligence, memory span, sociolinguistic, psycholinguistic and detailed phonetic skills of more and less talented speakers. It will also give you new ideas about tests and methods of investigating language talent. We will try to convince you that
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Efficiency in language learning (talent) is correlated with specific cortical efficiency which can be measured by neuroimaging methods. We even provide you with an example of a “language genius” which shows that once all the factors that foster talent come into play, there is virtually no limit to the number of languages that you can learn to speak – without an accent.

Enjoy

Grzegorz Dogil, Hermann Ackermann, Wolfgang Grodd and Susanne Maria Retterer
Stuttgart and Tübingen, in May 2009
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